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PO 103 – PARTICIPATE AS A MEMBER OF A TEAM

M103.01 – Identify the Responsibilities of a Follower in a Team.

OBJECTIVES
By the end of this lesson the cadet shall be expected to identify the responsibilities of a follower in a team.

IMPORTANCE

Cadets need to learn how to be effective members of a team. Understanding the responsibilities of a

follower in a team setting will make cadets more aware of what is expected of them. This knowledge will

enable them to contribute to the overall success of the team.

TEACHING POINTS

RESPECT THE LEADER AND OTHER TEAM MEMBERS

The ability to work with other people in a team is a useful skill. A sincere respect for other people is a

great asset. In order to be an effective team member one must respect what the leader is asking the team to

do. It is also important to respect the opinion and views of the other members of the team.

COOPERATE WITH OTHERS

In order for the team to effectively and efficiently achieve an objective the members must cooperate.

Through cooperation a great deal more can be achieved than by working alone.

ADMIT MISTAKES AND LEARN FROM EXPERIENCE

In a team setting one must be able to admit when they are wrong and learn from the mistake. This

will make the team stronger and create a better outcome.

ACCEPT CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM

Constructive criticism is observations or thoughts about ways to improve the manner in which a task

was completed. Leaders will often provide constructive criticism to members of the team. This criticism is

given to assist individuals develop as team members and eventually become leaders. Members must learn to

take this criticism and use it in a beneficial way.

ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY

Team members should be prepared to assume responsibility when needed. The team leader will

often delegate duties to team members and rely on these members to be prepared and willing to take on the

responsibility.

BE HONEST

Team members must be honest with others in the team. Most people will believe and want to work

with someone they trust. Honesty is an important characteristic of a good follower. In order to complete

objectives, team members must trust each other and be honest.

ACCEPT OTHER TEAM MEMBERS FOR WHO THEY ARE

It is important to be sensitive to other people’s wants and needs and to changes in these wants and

needs. Acceptance and understanding of individual differences will allow the group to communicate and

cooperate.
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KNOW THE JOB AND BE PREPARED

A good follower needs to be knowledgeable about the group’s goals. An effective follower should be

organized and prepared.

COMMUNICATE CLEARLY WITH OTHERS

A follower must be able to understand and communicate with the leader and other team members.

Communication works in two directions, listening and speaking. The ability to listen to others is essential in

receiving correct information and implementing the strategy outlined for the team.

CONCLUSION:

Every team member contributes to the success of the team, knowing your responsibilities will ensure

that you are able to be most effective in your team.
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PO 107 – SERVE IN AN AIR CADET SQUADRON
M107.02 – IDENTIFY AIR CADET RANKS AND AIR OFFICER RANKS

OBJECTIVES
By the end of this lesson the cadet shall be expected to identify Air Cadet and officer ranks.

IMPORTANCE

It is important that the cadets be able to identify the ranks of both cadets and officers in order to pay proper

marks of respect.  It is a matter of courtesy and professionalism to address people by their correct rank.

TEACHING POINTS:

CADET RANKS

Every cadet in the squadron has a rank.  Ranks are an indication of the experience and responsibility of each

cadet.  Cadet NCO’s are cadets who hold the rank of Sergeant and above.

● Air Cadet (AC)

○ Cadets will start at the rank of Air Cadet upon enrolment. There is no badge for the rank of

Air Cadet.

● Leading Air Cadet (LAC)

○ Cadets will be promoted to the rank of Leading Air Cadet upon completion of six months of

training.

○ The Leading Air Cadet badge is a propeller.  When worn on the jacket it is worn on the upper

sleeves, centred midway between the shoulder seam and the point of the elbow.

Figure 7-2-1 Leading Air Cadet Rank Badge

● Corporal (Cpl)

○ Cadets may be promoted to the rank of Corporal after successfully completing proficiency

Level One. The Corporal rank badge has two chevrons. When worn on the jacket it is worn

on the upper sleeves, centred midway between the shoulder seam and the point of the

elbow.

Figure 7-2-2 Corporal Rank Badge
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● Flight Corporal (FCpl)

○ Cadets may be promoted to the rank of Flight Corporal after successfully completing

proficiency Level Two. The Flight Corporal rank badge has two chevrons. When worn on the

jacket it is worn on the upper sleeves, centred midway between the shoulder seam and the

point of the elbow.

Figure 7-2-3 Flight Corporal Rank Badge

● Sergeant (Sgt)

○ The Sergeant rank badge has three chevrons. When worn on the jacket it is worn on the

upper sleeves, centred midway between the shoulder seam and the point of the elbow.

Figure 7-2-3 Sergeant Rank Badge

● Flight Sergeant (FSgt)

○ The Flight Sergeant rank badge has three chevrons and a crown. When worn on the jacket it

is worn on the upper sleeves, centred midway between the shoulder seam and the point of

the elbow.

Figure 7-2-4 Flight Sergeant Rank Badge
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● Warrant Officer Second Class (WO2)

○ The Warrant Officer Second Class badge is a crown encircled by a wreath. When worn on the

jacket it is worn on the lower sleeves, centred midway between the bottom of the cuff and

the point of the elbow.

Figure 7-2-5 Warrant Officer Second Class Rank Badge

● Warrant Officer First Class (WO1)

○ Warrant Officer First Class is the highest rank a cadet may achieve.

○ The Warrant Officer First Class badge is the Canadian Coat of Arms. When worn on the jacket

it is worn on the lower sleeves, centred midway between the bottom of the cuff and the

point of the elbow.

Figure 7-2-6 Warrant Officer First Class Rank Badge
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SUBORDINATE OFFICER

● Officer Cadet (OCdt)

○ The Officer Cadet rank is identified by one thin pearl braid.

Figure 7-2-7 Officer Cadet Rank

JUNIOR OFFICERS

Once an officer is promoted to the rank of Second Lieutenant they become a commissioned member of the

Canadian Forces. Receiving a commission means that a person has been recognized by the monarchy (Queen

or King) to serve as an officer.

● Second Lieutenant (2Lt)

○ The rank of Second Lieutenant is identified by one thick pearl braid.

Figure 7-2-8 Second Lieutenant Rank
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● Lieutenant (Lt)

○ The rank of Lieutenant is identified by one thick pearl braid, with one thin pearl braid on top

of it.

Figure 7-2-9 Lieutenant Rank

● Captain (Capt)

○ The rank of Captain is identified by two thick pearl braids.

Figure 7-2-10 Captain Rank

SENIOR OFFICERS

● Major (Maj)

○ The rank of Major is identified by two thick pearl braids with one thin pearl braid in

between.

Figure 7-2-11 Major Rank
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● Lieutenant Colonel (LCol)

○ The rank of Lieutenant Colonel is identified by three thick pearl braids.

Figure 7-2-12 Lieutenant Colonel Rank

● Colonel (Col)

○ The rank of Colonel is identified by four thick pearl braids.

Figure 7-2-13 Colonel Rank

GENERAL OFFICERS

All four of these ranks will wear one extra thick pearl braid on the sleeve of their dress uniform, the difference

being in their epaulettes and thick pearl braids in addition to the extra thick pearl braid.  All of the epaulettes

will have a crown over a crossed sabre and baton with maple leaves underneath.

● Brigadier General (BGen): one maple leaf,

● Major General (MGen): one thick pearl braid on the sleeve two maple leaves,

● Lieutenant General (LGen): two thick pearl braids on the sleeve and three maple leaves in a

triangular pattern, and

● General (Gen): three thick pear braids on the sleeve and four maple leaves in a diamond pattern.
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Figure 7-2-14 General Officers
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M107.03 Observe Rules and Procedures for the Paying of Compliments

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this lesson the cadet shall be expected to know when and where to pay compliments.

IMPORTANCE

Knowledge gained during this lesson will be applied when addressing and interacting with officers and NCOs

at the corps/squadron and the Cadet Summer Training Centre.

TRAINING POINTS

ADDRESSING CADET NCOs (Sgt - WO1) AND SUBORDINATE OFFICERS (OCdt)

It is important to pay the correct compliments to the appropriate individuals.  When addressing a

cadet NCO or a subordinate officer:

● The cadet will stand at the position of attention,

● As cadet NCOs (Sgt - WO1) and subordinate officers (OCdt) do not hold a commission from

the Queen, they are not saluted,

● Throughout the conversation, the cadet shall address the NCO or subordinate officer by their

rank and surname, and

● When the cadet has completed addressing the NCO or officer, they should dismiss

themselves appropriately by turning to the right.

ADDRESSING COMMISSIONED OFFICERS (2Lt - Gen)

When addressing commissioned officers, the same procedures are followed as when addressing

NCOs and subordinate officers except a salute shall be given as outlined in The Canadian Forces Manual of

Drill and Ceremonial.  Throughout the conversation the cadet shall address the commissioned officer by their

rank and surname and always remain at the position of attention unless otherwise directed by the

commissioned officer.  When the cadet has completed addressing the officer, they should again salute and

dismiss themselves appropriately.

PAYING COMPLIMENTS INSIDE A BUILDING

Salutes are not given inside buildings except when on parade, during ceremonial occasions, or when

entering and leaving offices. Cadets, however, shall turn their head and offer a polite greeting when meeting

an officer in a common area. It is not customary to wear a headdress inside a building.  (For our purposes at

583 Coronation RCACS, the office and bathroom hallway are considered “inside a building” but all other areas

of the building are not).

Entering an Office

When entering an office the cadet shall: stand at the position of attention in the doorway; salute if

wearing headdress and the office occupant holds a commission (2Lt - Gen); and politely ask permission to

enter the office.

Leaving an Office

When leaving an office the cadet shall: stand at the position of attention in the doorway; salute if

wearing headdress and the office occupant holds a commission (2Lt - Gen), and depart.
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OTHER OCCASIONS TO PAY COMPLIMENTS

It is appropriate for cadets to salute on different occasions:

- When the Canadian or another foreign national anthem is played.

- When recognizing a commissioned officer who is not in uniform, but the cadet is in uniform.

- When The National Flag of Canada is being lowered or raised.

- When boarding or disembarking any of Her Majesty’s Canadian ships or those of a foreign service,

cadets shall pay compliments to the quarterdeck.

M107.05 WEAR THE AIR CADET UNIFORM

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this lesson the cadet shall be expected to properly care for and wear the Air Cadet

uniform to the standard in the Cadet and Junior Canadian Rangers Dress Instructions (A-CR-CCO-100/AG-001).

IMPORTANCE

The cadet uniform is highly recognizable and the standard of personal dress and appearance.

Grooming shall be such as to reflect credit on the individual and the Canadian Cadet Organization (CCO).

TEACHING POINTS

WEDGE

The wedge shall be worn on the right side of the head with the lower point of the front crease in the

centre of the forehead and with the front edge of the cap 2.5 cm above the right eyebrow. Two air force

buttons must be attached in pre-cut holes at the front.

WEDGE INSIGNIA

The wedge insignia is to be worn on the left side of the wedge with the centre of the badge

positioned midway between the front and mid-point of the wedge.

Figure 7-5-1 Placement of Wedge Insignia; please note that buttons pictured are golden, they should be silver

TOQUE

The toque may be worn outside when weather conditions dictate.
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SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

The short sleeve shirt may be worn with or without the tie. It can also be worn with or without the

jacket.  It shall be kept clean and pressed. The only crease is to be down the centre of each sleeve starting at

the centre of each epaulette. The shirt shall be tucked into the pants and the top button shall remain open

when not wearing the tie.

NECKTIE

The necktie shall be knotted neatly using a Windsor or four-in-hand knot and shall be kept tight. Plain

gold colour tie clips or pins may be used. When the jacket is removed, the tie shall not be tucked into the shirt

except for safety reasons.

Figure 7-5-2 Method for Tying a Windsor Knot

DARK BLUE COTTON T-SHIRT

The dark blue cotton T-shirt may be worn with the appropriate orders of dress. It shall be wrinkle free

at all times.

JACKET AND JACKET BELT

The cadet jacket with cloth belt shall be worn fully buttoned with the exception of the top button.

Jackets may be removed in buildings and offices when authorized. The jacket shall be kept clean and pressed.

The sleeves of the jacket shall be roll pressed with no creases. The jacket belt shall be worn so as the excess of

the belt, once attached, is on the left side of the buckle. The buckle shall be adjusted so that the excess of the

belt is on the left side.

ALL-SEASON JACKET

The all-season jacket may be worn year round when weather conditions dictate. The liner and the

exterior jacket may be worn separately or as a set. Rank slip-ons shall be worn on both.
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RANK SLIP-ONS

Rank slip-ons shall be worn on both shoulders with the short-sleeve shirt, the all-season jacket, with

the CF flying suit at the flying site for authorized cadets and with CF combat clothing during squadron survival

exercises when authorized by the squadron CO.  They are not to be worn on the jacket.

BLACK GLOVES AND MITTS

Plain black civilian pattern gloves and mitts may be worn with the overcoat, parka, or all-season

jacket when weather conditions dictate.

NAMETAG

The nametag shall be made of a blue and white laminated plastic and shall indicate only the surname

of the cadet. The nametag is worn over the right breast pocket and should be detachable.

Figure 7-5-4 Right Breast Pocket with Nametag

TROUSERS

The trousers shall be steam pressed without starch so as to have creases down the centre of each leg

in the front and the back.  The length of the trousers should extend to the 3rd eyelet from the bottom of the

cadet ankle boot.

BLACK BELT

The issued narrow black web belt with brass buckle shall be worn with the trousers. Belts should be

worn so the excess belt protrudes from the buckle toward the wearer’s left
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BOOTS

Black ankle boots are to be laced horizontally from side-to-side.

Figure 7-5-5 Method of Lacing Boots

When the boots are tied, the ends of the laces are to be tucked inside the boot. Boots shall not be

modified with any type of metal cleats, hobnails or other metal attachments to the heel or sole. No varnish

other than shoe polish will be used to shine the boots.

CARE OF THE BOOTS

The black ankle boots should be cleaned and polished on a regular basis. General guidelines for polishing

the boots include:

1. The welts of the boot are to be cleaned with an old toothbrush and black boot polish.

2. Use a polish cloth wrapped around the index finger.

3. Apply a moderate amount of polish to the cloth.

4. Apply the polish in a circular motion to the area being polished.

5. Start with large circles to cover the area with polish.

6. Use smaller circles as the polish gets worked into the boot.

7. Continue to work in a circular motion until circles formed by the polish are no longer visible.

8. The whole boot is to be polished, not just the toe.

RUNNING SHOES

Running shoes shall be worn as directed by the squadron or CSTC CO.
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GREY WOOL SOCKS

Grey wool socks shall be worn with boots and running shoes. If a cadet suffers from a recognized

allergy to wool the cadet may wear grey or black cotton or nylon socks.

SQUADRON SHOULDER BADGES

Squadron shoulder badges are to be worn on both sleeves of the jacket only. The top of the badge is

to be 2 cm below the upper shoulder seam.

Figure 7-5-6 Squadron Shoulder Flash and rank placement (excluding WO2 and WO1)

LAC RANK BADGES

LAC rank badges are to be worn centered on both sleeves of the jacket, midway between the elbow and the

upper shoulder seam.  (See figure 7-5-6)

GENERAL APPEARANCE

Cadets in uniform shall be well groomed with footwear cleaned and shone.  Uniforms shall be clean

and properly pressed at all times. In particular, buttons, fasteners and zippers shall be kept closed. Pockets

shall not bulge.  Items such as glasses, sunglasses, glasses cases, pens, pencils, key-rings or paper shall not

visibly extend or protrude from pockets or be suspended from waist belts or pockets.  Headsets from a radio

receiver, tape/CD player or other personal entertainment devices shall not be worn.

Hairstyles

Hair shall be neatly groomed and conservatively styled. The length, bulk and style of hair shall not

preclude the proper wear of the wedge. Style and colour shall not be bizarre, exaggerated or of unusual

appearance. Unusual colours such as green, bright red, orange, purple, etc. are not permitted.

Male Hairstyles

Male cadets’ hair shall be taper trimmed at the back, sides, and above the ears to blend with the

hairstyle. It shall be no more than 15 cm in length. When the hair is groomed and wedge is removed, no hair
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shall touch the ears or fall below the top of the eyebrows.

Figure 7-5-8 Taper Trimmed Haircut – Conventional, and straight back appearance

Sideburns

Sideburns shall not extend below a line horizontally bisecting the ear.  They shall be squared off

horizontally at the bottom edge and taper trimmed to conform to the overall hairstyle.

Moustaches

When moustaches are worn, the unshaven portion of the face shall not extend outwards beyond the

corners of the mouth. Moustaches shall be kept neatly trimmed, not be greater than 2 cm (3/4 in.) in bulk,

not extend below the corners of the mouth, and not protrude beyond the width of the mouth.
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Figure 7-5-10 Moustache
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Female Hairstyles

Female cadets’ hair shall not extend below the lower edge of the shirt collar.

Figure 7-5-11 Female Short Hairstyles and earring positioning
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Female Hairstyles (Con’t)

Braids shall be styled conservatively and tied tightly. They shall be secured at the end by a knot or a

small unadorned fastener. A single braid shall be worn in the centre of the back. Double braids shall be worn

behind the shoulders. When gathered behind the head and braided hair shall be a maximum length that does

not extend below the top of the armpit.

Figure 7-5-12 braided hairstyles
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Make-up

Cadets are authorized to wear a minimal amount of make-up.  During cadet activities, make-up shall

be applied conservatively.  The use of false eyelashes, heavy eyeliner, brightly coloured eye shadow, coloured

nail polish, bright or vivid lipstick and excessive facial make-up is not authorized.

Jewelry

Cadets may wear a wrist watch, a Medical Alert identifier and a maximum of two rings which are not

of a costume jewelry nature.

Piercings

Cadets in uniform may wear a single pair of plain gold, silver stud, white diamond, or pearl earrings in

pierced ears. The single stud earring, worn in the centre of each earlobe, shall be spherical in shape and shall

not exceed 0.6 cm (1/4 in.) in diameter. In addition to authorized earrings in pierced ears, conservative,

non-visible, clear body piercing adornments are permitted to be worn by cadets in uniform or during cadet

activities in civilian clothing.   See Figure 7-5-11

Tattoos

Cadets shall not display visible tattoos that could be deemed to be offensive or otherwise reflect

discredit on the Cadet Program.

Accessories

Civilian pattern backpacks shall be of conservative appearance. They may either be carried in the left

hand or worn suspended from both shoulders and square on the back.  Female cadets are permitted to carry

a purse. The purse is to be held in the left hand or suspended over the left forearm. When the purse is carried

as a shoulder bag, the strap shall be suspended from the left shoulder with the top of the purse not higher

than waist level.

Eyeglasses/Sunglasses

Eyeglasses and sunglasses shall be conservative in design and colour. Sunglasses with photo chromic

or mirrored lenses are not authorized for wear.  Cadets, who normally wear eyeglasses, may wear either

conventionally framed prescription sunglasses or conservatively styled clip-on sunglasses when conditions

and circumstances dictate.  Other cadets may wear conservatively styled sunglasses, which do not detract

from the overall appearance of the uniform when conditions and circumstances dictate.  Sunglasses shall not

be worn when parading unless authorized by the CSTC or Squadron CO in special circumstances.

Carrying of Articles

If any article is being carried, such as a briefcase, it is to be carried in the left hand. If an article is

being carried while marching, the left arm is not swung.

Civilian Clothing

Other than those specific items listed in the CJRC Dress Instructions, civilian clothing shall not be

worn with the cadet uniform unless authorized by the CSTC or squadron CO in special circumstances. This

includes, but is not limited to, civilian jackets and hats.

General Deportment

Behaviour such as chewing gum, use of electronic devices while walking, placing hands in pockets

and walking hand in hand, is prohibited.  Physical displays of affection between uniformed cadets shall be

avoided.
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C107.02 – IDENTIFY THE AIR FORCE NCM RANK STRUCTURE

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this lesson the cadet shall identify the NCM (Non-Commissioned member) rank

structure of the air element of the Canadian Forces.

IMPORTANCE

Cadets will often come in contact with personnel from the Canadian Armed Forces.  It is important

that they be able to use proper marks of respect when addressing Canadian Armed Forces members.

TRAINING POINTS

AIR FORCE NCM RANK STRUCTURE

The NCM rank structure for the air element of the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) is as follows:

Figure 7-8-1 The NCM rank structure of the RCAF(Royal Canadian Air Force)
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PO’s 129 & 130– RADIO AND AVIATION

M129.01 RECITE THE PHONETIC ALPHABET

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this lesson the cadet shall be expected to recite the alphabet and numbers phonetically.

IMPORTANCE

It is important to know how to properly say the alphabet and numbers while communicating over a radio.

This

knowledge will help avoid confusion through the pronunciation of letters and numbers and the

misinterpretation of messages. Cadets can use this information during flying and aircrew survival training.

TRAINING POINTS

PHONETIC ALPHABET

The phonetic alphabet is used because letters that sound similar might be confused when said over a radio.

An example of similar sounding letters is “M” and “N”. Therefore, each letter of the alphabet is associated

with a word that is easily understood over the radio.

The phonetic alphabet is as follows:

A – Alpha

B – Bravo

C – Charlie

D – Delta

E – Echo

F – Foxtrot

G – Golf

H – Hotel

I – India

J – Juliet

K – Kilo

L – Lima

M – Mike

N – November

O – Oscar

P – Papa

Q – Quebec

R – Romeo

S – Sierra

T – Tango

U – Uniform

V – Victor

W – Whiskey

X – X-ray

Y – Yankee

Z – Zulu
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Use of the phonetic alphabet can be heard on a familiarization flight when the pilot communicates the

aircraft’s call letters to the tower.

PHONETIC NUMBERS

Phonetic numbers are used to avoid misunderstandings when using radio communication. Numbers are

enunciated in the following manner:

0 – Zee-ro

1 – Wun

2 – Too

3 – Tree

4 – Fow-er

5 – Fife

6 – Six

7 – Seven

8 – Ait

9 – Nin-er

Numbers are always spoken as single digits, except for whole thousands. For example, 5280 would be spoken

“fife too ait zee-ro” and 5000 would be spoken “fife tou-sand.” Symbols are spoken out as words over the

radio; e.g. the word decimal, pronounced “day-see-mal”, is used where there is a number with a decimal

point. Air traffic controllers use phonetic numbers to communicate to pilots what runway to use when taking

off and landing.
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M130.02   - DESCRIBE THE MAIN COMPONENTS OF AN AIRPLANE

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this lesson the cadet shall be expected to describe the five main components of an airplane,

to include:

- fuselage;

- wings;

- empennage;

- landing gear; and

- propulsion system (engine).

IMPORTANCE

A basic understanding of the components of an airplane will provide a foundation for further aviation

topics.  It will create a familiarity with airplanes that will contribute to the cadets’ appreciation of the

familiarization of flying and aviation tour experiences.

DEFINITIONS

An aircraft is a device that is used or intended to be used for flight in the air. Some examples of

aircraft are hot air balloons, blimps, gliders, planes, helicopters, and hang gliders.

FUSELAGE

The fuselage is the body of the aircraft, designed to accommodate the crew, passengers and cargo.

The cockpit or crew flight deck is the part of the fuselage where the pilot and flight crew operate the aircraft.

The fuselage is the structural body to which the wings, the tail section, landing gear and (in most small

aircraft) the engine are attached.

Figure 12-2-1 Airplane Components
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WINGS

The fuselage is fitted with a wing on both sides. The primary purpose of the wings is to support the

aircraft in flight by producing lift.

● The wing root is where the wing meets the fuselage

● The wing tip is the part farthest from the fuselage

● The leading edge is the front edge of the wing running from wing root to wing tip

● The trailing edge is the back edge of the wing running from wing root to wing tip

● Ailerons are moveable surfaces that are hinged to the trailing edge of each wing, close to the wingtip.

● Flaps are moveable surfaces that are hinged to the trailing edge of each wing, closer to the wing root

than the ailerons.

Figure 12-2-2: Wing structure and components
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EMPENNAGE

The empennage refers to the whole tail section of a plane. It includes the horizontal stabilizer,

elevator, vertical stabilizer, and rudder.

Figure 12-2-3 Empennage

LANDING GEAR

The landing gear supports the aircraft when it is on the ground and absorbs the shock of landing.

Landing gear can be fixed or retractable.

Figure 12-2-4 Landing Gear
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PROPULSION SYSTEM (Engine)

Power is produced by an internal combustion engine (the same as a car) or a gas turbine (jet) engine.

Figure 12-2-5 Engine
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